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Abstract— Structural analysis plays a crucial role during the 

designing of mechanism. Structural analysis of kinematic 

chain deals with connection among the members of 

kinematic chain and its mobility. In the present work efforts 

has been made to provide adequate solution of structural 

analysis of kinematic chain by considering the example of 

twelve link mechanism. With the help of graph theory the 

structure of the kinematic chain is shown by its kinematic 

graph in which the links shows the vertices and the joints 

shows the edges. The kinematic graph is then represented by 

incidence matrix or adjacency matrix. This matrix shows the 

connection between the links. Then a simple method is 

applied on the matrix to determine the coefficient of 

characteristic polynomial equation. Finally for mobility 

analytic test is performed to find whether kinematic chain 

possess total, fractioned, or partial degree of freedom. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few years various efforts have been made to    

develop the purposeful approach in the area of engineering 

design. One of these led to the introduction of graph theory 

in structural analysis of kinematic mechanism and chain. A 

lot of work is being done in this direction and sufficient 

amount of work has already been done. Here is the brief 

description of work that people has done previously. Davies, 

T.H [1] depicted the theorems that deals with the structure 

of many kinematic chain consisting all those that form a 

mechanisms of mobility one. F. Frudenstein et. al. [2] 

described the concept of graph theory have been applied to 

the development of a method for automatic generation of the 

graph of mechanism defined by its incidence matrix. 

Mruthyunjaya et. al. [3] apply Bocher’s formula to find the 

coefficient of characteristic polynomial of a kinematic chain 

and mechanism. . Agarwal V.P and J.S [4] inquired the 

fractioned degree of freedom of kinematic chains and 

mechanisms. Verma S et. al. [5] presented a work on the 

structural analysis of nine link kinematic chain and 

mechanism 

 The propose work on the characteristic polynomial 

equation of the connection matrix of the link is quite simple 

and successfully applies to the twelve link kinematic chain.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

A kinematic chain is formed when the links are coupled in 

such a way that first link is connected with the last link. This 

method involves the representation of kinematic chain and 

mechanism in the form of a graph by using graph theory. 

Incidence matrix is generated with the help of that graph. 

Then with the help of Bocher’s formula characteristic 

polynomial equation of the kinematic chain is obtained. 

Finally analytic test is conducted to find whether the 

kinematic chain possess total, partial, or fractioned degree of 

freedom. 

III. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF TWELVE LINK KINEMATIC 

CHAIN AND MECHANISM 

A mechanism that generates an output, motion that is a 

specified function of the input motion applied is said to be a 

function generation mechanism. The input and output 

member may be either a crank or slider, each with motion 

specified with a fixed reference frame. 

 Fig. 1 shows the physical representation of the 

kinematic mechanism which is typical of earth-moving 

machinery, Fig. 2 represents the schematic diagram of the 

kinematic chain in which shaded portion and lines 

represents the mechanical components of the kinematic 

mechanism, Fig. 3 shows the graphical representation of the 

kinematic mechanism. 

 
Fig. 1: physical representation 

 
Fig. 2: schematic diagram 

 
Fig. 3: Graphical representation 
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A. Matrix Representation of Twelve Link Kinematic Chain 

The kinematic chain of N links is represented by Nth order 

incidence matrix. Let the graph has n vertices, e edges, and 

no self-loops, then the graph is represented by n x n matrix 

[A]=[aij] ( n corresponds to the n. No. Of vertices) such that 

aij = 1, if the edge ej is incident on the ith vertex vi, and  

     = 0, otherwise. 

For a given mechanism the graph consist 12 vertices, 12 

edges and no self-loop. Therefore the incidence matrix is as 

follows 

 

B. Characteristic Polynomial of Twelve Link Kinematic 

Chain 

Let us considered the polynomial equation of the kinematic 

chain for the matrix is given by 

a0xn+a1xn-1+a2xn-2+.......................+an  (i) 

Where a0, a1, a2,........,an are the coefficients calculated by 

using Bocher’s formula as given below 

a0 = 1 

aj = -1/j(∑j
r=1 ar-jS 0) 

where 

j= 1,2,3,......,n 

Sr = Tr(Ar) = Trace of matrix (Ar) 

After determining the matrices of A, A2,,.....,An the traces 

are found out by adding the values of diagonal element of 

the matrix Ar. The traces obtained as 

S1 = Tr(A)=0 

S2 = Tr(A2)=30 

S3 = Tr(A3)=0 

S4 = Tr(A4)=174 

S5 = Tr(A5)=0 

S6= Tr(A6)=1230 

S7 = Tr(A7)=0 

S8 = Tr(A8)=9366 

S9 = Tr(A9)=0 

S10 = Tr(A10)=73710 

S11 = Tr(A11)=0 

S12 = Tr(A12)=589542 

Usings Bocher’s formula the coefficient of characteristic 

polynomial is given as 

a0= 1 

a1=s1= 0 

a2=-(1/2)(a1S1+S2)= -15 

a3=-(1/3)(a2S1+a1S2+S3)= 0 

a4=-(1/4)(a3S1+a2S2+a1S3+S4)=  69 

a5=-(1/5)(a4S1+a3S2+a2S3+a1S4+S5)= 0 

a6=(-1/6)(a5S1+a4S2+a3S3+a2S4+a1S5+S6)= -115 

a7=(-1/7)(a6S1+a5S2+a4S3+a3S4+a2S5+a1S6+S7)= 0 

a8=-(1/8)(a7S1+a6S2+a5S3+a4S4+a3S5+a2S6+a1S7+S8)=  66 

a9=(-1/9)(a8S1+a7S2+a6S3+a5S4+a4S5+a3S6+a2S7+a1S8 +S9)= 0 

a10=(-1/10)(a9S1+a8S2+a7S3+a6S4+a5S5+a4S6+a3S7+a2S8 

 +a1S9+S10)= -6 

a11=(-1/11)(a10S1+a9S2+a8S3+a7S4+a6S5+a5S6+a4S7+a3S8 

 +a2S9+a1S10+S11)= 0 

a12=(-1/12)(a11S1+a10S2+a9S3+a8S4+a7S5+a6S6+a5S7+a4S8 

+a3S+a2S10+a1S11+S12)= 0 

So the characteristic polynomial equation for twelve link 

kinematic chain given by equation (i) is 

x12 - 15x10 + 69x8 - 115x6 + 66x4 - 6x2   

C. Matrix Notation of Twelve Link Kinematic Mechanism 

The only difference between the incidence matrix of 

kinematic chain and kinematic link is that in kinematic 

mechanism incidence matrix the element aii where I is the 

frame link is made unity. So for the given mechanism the 

matrix notation is as shown below 

 
 The characteristic polynomial of this matrix having 

two parts, one representing the characteristic polynomial of 

the kinematic chain from which the mechanism is derived 

and the other is obtained by eliminating the ith row and 

coloumncontaining aii (where I is the frame link). After 

eliminating the ith row and coloumn containing aii from the 

above matrix let the matrix be represented by Ak and given 

as 
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Now using Bocher’s formula the coefficient are determined 

as follows 

S1 = Tr(A)=0 

S2 = Tr(A2)=26 

S3 = Tr(A3)=0 

S4 = Tr(A4)=142 

S5 = Tr(A5)=0 

S6= Tr(A6)=980 

S7 = Tr(A7)=0 

S8 = Tr(A8)=7278 

S9 = Tr(A9)=0 

S10 = Tr(A10)=55396 

S11 = Tr(A11)=0 

Coefficient of characteristic polynomial equation is given as 

a0 = 1 

a1 =s1= 0 

a2 = -(1/2)(a1S1+S2)= -13 

a3 = -(1/3)(a2S1+a1S2+S3)= 0 

a4 = -(1/4)(a3S1+a2S2+a1S3+S4)=  49 

a5 = -(1/5)(a4S1+a3S2+a2S3+a1S4+S5)= 0 

a6 = -(1/6)(a5S1+a4S2+a3S3+a2S4+a1S5+S6)= -68 

a7 = -(1/7)(a6S1+a5S2+a4S3+a3S4+a2S5+a1S6+S7)= 0 

a8 =-(1/8)(a7S1+a6S2+a5S3+a4S4+a3S5+a2S6+a1S7+S8)=  34 

a9 = - (1/9) (a8S1+a7S2+a6S3+a5S4+a4S5+a3S6+a2S7+a1S8 +S9) 

= 0 

a10 = -(1/10)(a9S1+a8S2+a7S3+a6S4+a5S5+a4S6+a3S7+a2S8 

+a1S9+S10)= -3 

a11 = -(1/11)(a10S1+a9S2+a8S3+a7S4+a6S5+a5S6+a4S7+a3S8 

+a2S9+a1S10+S11)= 0 

So the polynomial equation for twelve link kinematic 

mechanism is given by 

(x12 - 15x10 + 69x8 - 115x6 + 66x4 - 6x2)- (x11-13x9+49x7- 

68x5 + 34x3 - 3x) 

x12 - x11 - 15x10 + 13x9 + 69x8 - 49x7 - 115x6 + 68x5 + 66x4 - 

34x3 - 6x2 + 3x 

D. Degree of Freedom of Twelve Link Kinematic 

Mechanism 

Using Grublers criteria 

F= 3(L-1) – 2j – h 

  = 3(12-1) – 2*15-0 = 3 

Where F is the degree of freedom, L no. of links, j no. of 

joints and h is the no. of higher pair. 

 Kinematic chain with degree of freedom three or 

greater or consisting more than one simple circuit (which is 

indicated by the number of joints being greater than the 

number of links) cannot have total degree of freedom and 

hence may have partial or fractioned degree of freedom 

Here No. of links = 12 

No. of joints = 15 

No. of joints > No. of links 

So, the kinematic chain does not have total degree of 

freedom. 

E. Test for Fractioned Degree Of Freedom 

The steps involved in the test are as follows 

1) Find the rows having more than three non-zero entries if 

there is no row which satisfies the following condition 

then fractioned degree of freedom is not possible. If yes 

proceed to next step. 

2) Obtain a matrix Bk by eliminating kth row and column 

from matrix A (kth row is the row having more than 

three non-zero entries)  

3) After find Bk, obtain reachability matrix as given 

Rk = I+Bk+Bk2+ Bk
3+……+ Bk

n-2 

Where I is identity matrix and all the computation are 

carried out by using Boolean algebra viz. 

1+1=1;1+0=1;0+1=1;0+0=0;1x0=0;0x1=0;1x1=1;0x0=

0 

 Here there are two rows in a matrix A with more 

than three non-zero entries so we will do the test by 

eliminating both the rows and column individually one 

by one. 
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4) Check for zeroes in Rk, if zero elements is present then 

there is a cut vertex in graph and kinematic chain has 

fractioned degree of freedom.  

 Here in both the reachability matrix there are zero 

elements present which signifies that there is two cut vertex 

in a graph. So, the kinematic chain has a fractioned degree 

of freedom. 

F. Test for Partial Degree of Freedom 

He test for fractioned degree of freedom comes out to be 

positive i.e. kinematic chain has fractioned degree of 

freedom. The test for partial degree of freedom is not 

required. 

IV. ALGORITHM 

The algorithm consists of the following steps 

1) Generate the graph for kinematic chain and with the 

help of the graph obtain the adjacency matrix of the 

mechanism. 

2) Determine the traces of the matrices. 

3) Compute the coefficient of characteristic polynomial by 

using Bocher’s formula. 

4) Print traces and coefficient of characteristic polynomial 

equation. 

 
Fig. 4: Flow Chart of algorithm 

V. RESULT 

Characteristic polynomial equation for twelve link 

kinematic chain is 

x12 - 15x10 + 69x8 - 115x6 + 66x4 - 6x2 

Characteristic polynomial equation for twelve link 

kinematic mechanism is  

x12 - x11 - 15x10 + 13x9 + 69x8 - 49x7 - 115x6 + 68x5 + 66x4 - 

34x3 - 6x2 + 3x 

The kinematic chain has fractioned degree of freedom. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Structural analysis of kinematic chain is done with the help 

of characteristic polynomial equation whose coefficient is 

determined by using Bocher’s formula and these coefficient 

represent the strength of the links. 

 Since the coefficient of the link two, three, six, 

seven, ten and eleven are negative they have lesser strength 

i.e. these links have mobility. 

The mechanism has fractioned degree of freedom. 
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